Comparison of non-unitary and generalized unitary scattering theories is done by means of nuclear monodromy (equivalence of Schrödinger and Maxwell time-independent equations), tunneling and radioactivity. Radioactivity is important part of physics and our life. Its importance stretches from medicine as far as to war strategies. We present theoretical approach to achieve better understanding of the radioactive decay when modified quantum theory is applied. It can be done by updating existing codes to understand better construction of the world and terms and conditions of our existence. The theory modifications are strictly connected with the unimodular M matrix and Wronskian matrices (i.e. their determinants named Wronskians) which create underpinning of so called monodromy being two track wave-function evolution.
Introduction


In mathematical physics, scattering theory helps to understand collision of waves and particles with some material object. The scattering of the light has a long history and has begun when Aristotle (384322 BC) tried to explain the rainbow formation. Then in the next centuries, many scientists (like Descartes, Newton and many others) attempted to improve Aristotle's qualitative description but without any significant success until Thomas Young (1773-1829) optical wave theory. Further developments can be found e.g. in Ref. [1] .
In whole XX century wave-particle duality had caused fierce discussions about quantum mechanics interpretation with emphasis on philosophical application rather than on new mathematical solutions of the Schrödinger equation. It was also battle between classical and quantum mechanics. Heisenberg developed the matrix mechanics starting from classical Hamiltonians and was unable to accept the Schrödinger point of view.
That battle has led to simplification and
Corresponding author: Jacek A. Jakiel, Ph.D., research field: nuclear physics (scattering theory). reconciliation of those different issues (quantum and classical, wave and particle). Due to such way of thinking we have no quantum spin model and quantum scattering theories are unitary and reversible.
The simplest model of two particle reversible classical collision is interaction of two balls on the billiard table in the center of their mass system. In analogy, in the nuclear physics we speak about detailed balance or micro reversibility relation expressed by the unitary S matrix as:
What seems to be missing in such theoretical consideration of scattering processes? Due to simplified boundary condition, quantum collision is built in analogy to the balls collision. The particles can be reflected but tunneling-transmission is prohibited.
To include reflection and tunneling-transmission, generalization of S matrix can be done according to Wronskian rules determining the matrix two channel solutions of the Schrödinger equation. There are two ways to challenge above problem:
(a) We can upgrade the standard scattering theory by means of modified partial waves method and reversibility is prevented, or 
We define the partial amplitudes:
S
On the other hand comparing one point and two points boundary condition and considering monodromy as a base, we modify the scattering theory to include tunneling. Then, as it is shown above (the modification of the optical theorem is sketched using the partial wave method applied to the scattering-tunneling theory) the optical theorem becomes changed too. After taking into account two amplitudes ) ( 
) is equal to the total cross section diminished by the transmission crosssection.
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The similar but simplified analysis can be found in Ref. [3] .
For the pure reflection R = 1; T = 0 we recover the classical optical theorem, while including transmission i.e. 0  T , the total cross section is diminished by the transmission-tunneling cross section what constitutes the base of the generalized Ramsauer-Townsend effect [4, 5] .
Two point boundary conditions enable reanalysis of the Gamow theory using the Wronskian solutions of the Schrödinger equation i.e. with tunneling through the barrier being taken into consideration.
Summing up, when holding on to unitarity this work becomes typical scattering theory overlay, if applied to Joachain's monograph [6] . Many formulas in Ref. [6] when monodromy is applied, require generalization.
People used to say that the direct scattering problem is the problem of determining the distribution of scattered flux basing on the characteristics of the scatterer while the inverse scattering determines characteristics of an object i.e. its structure. The direct scattering analysis is possible if we assume correctness of the theoretical model (here: the optical model).
Ad. (b): A new solution of the Schrödinger equation which enables us to test influence of the barrier shape on the measured quantities in scattering experiments is presented in the next section. Instead of the simplified probability condition (1) we work with the condition which depends on directions (left  right or right  left) and reversibility is lost:
the unitarity is fulfilled as in item (a).
Quantum Mechanics Gamow Decay
Detailed analysis of Gamow decay allows us to understand how reflection and transmission amplitudes influence the standard optical model. What is the cause that radioactive decay is not included in the optical model? To understand differences we examine the boundary condition put on the S-matrix formation.
In the standard scattering theory the following boundary conditions are applied:
We stress the wave function's equality to zero at the origin of coordinate system i.e. at the nucleus center, is rather the artificial action and cannot be explained by potential singularity at that point (where Coulomb potential tends to infinity). In the optical model's calculations considered as standard methods of cross section analysis, the Schrödinger equation's integration starts 1 
We can interpret matrix wave-functions   The wave functions
are one column matrices with two rows. To understand tunneling effect we need both solutions-regular and irregular. The following question emerges: "If the wave function is not equal to zero at system origin, how such requirement might impact calculations?" In one dimension with two boundary points a, b different from the system origin we have three waves: incoming  , reflected R  and transmitted T  , and two output channels (R, T) but only one phase shift l  for given partial wave.
To include both mentioned channels we replace S-matrix by another unimodular M matrix:
Comparing Eqs. (3) and (4) 
The boundary continuity condition taken at 
Transmission-Tunneling through the Barrier
To solve the transmission-tunneling problem-in other than Gamow's way-we take advantage of the 
That matrix propagates the Schrödinger equation solutions through the barrier (or the potential well). The Wronskian matrix of the inward and outward wave-functions can also be expressed in terms of the regular and irregular wave-functions in the following way: 
The total transmission-reflection matrix (through the barrier) when interface properties on both barrier sides are taken into account is given by 
That matrix will be called the structural barrier matrix. The transmission T and reflection R are functions of elements of this matrix. 
Solving that equation we get: (a) The transmission-tunneling decay amplitude through the barrier
Where DENOM is:
(b) The internal reflection amplitude from the barrier in the radioactive decay is: 
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Theory of Radioactive Decay, Classical Gamow Theory of Decay versus Two Track Schrödinger Solutions
In this section a new approach to barrier transmission in radioactive decay is presented.
Separation energy of alpha particles of heavier atoms is negative, but it does not mean immediate decay of those nuclei. The experimentally measured particle decay energies lie below the barrier top. In the early stages of quantum mechanics not including barrier in calculations led to false interpretation that the charged particles impacted from outside interact with the Coulomb field but particles leaving the nucleus do not. Gamow theory of radioactive decay was one of the first successes in quantum mechanics.
The decay rate is proportional to the number N of atoms and is expected in time interval dt:
The proportionality constant λ is calculated from available barrier transmission-tunneling models. is equal to frequency of well particle impacts on the barrier i.e. The similar comparison can be done according to Fig. 2 where the piecewise barrier is shown. In this case the structural barrier matrix (7) must be changed i.e. rebuilt by the multiple use of the matrix (7). It should be built according to our monodromy (i.e. multi-matching) procedure. Such piecewise structure enables to study influence of the barrier shape on the energy level structure in the well.
In the particle motion through the barriers as it is shown in Fig. 2 we mark off three regions denoted by suitable wave-functions: the well region with 
Comparing above equation with mentioned Eqs. (9) and (10) 
